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Bootstrap Methods for Testing of Variances Homogeneity Dennis D. Boos and Cavell Brownie Department of Statistics North CarolinaState University Raleigh, NC 27695-8203 This article describes the use of bootstrap methods for the problem of testing homogeneity



of varianceswhen means are not assumedequal or known. The methods are new in this context and allow the use of normal-theorytest statisticssuch as F = s2/s2 without the normalityassumptionthat is crucialfor validityof criticalvalues obtainedfrom the F distribution. Both asymptoticanalysisand Monte Carlosamplingshow that the new resampling procedurescomparefavorablywith older methodsin termsof test validityand power. KEY WORDS: Bartlett'stest; Permutation;Resampling;Scale parameter;Taguchimethods; Variability.



1. INTRODUCTION Testing equality of variances arises in many areas of application, not only as a preliminary to tests on means, but also because variability per se is of interest. An important current application is quality improvement of manufacturing processes, in which the study of how process parameters affect variability (as well as mean performance) has been promoted by Genichi Taguchi. In describing the "Taguchi method," Kackar (1985) and several discussants (Lucas 1985; Pignatiello and Ramberg 1985) noted the importance of variance as a criterion for selecting process conditions to optimize product quality. The statistical literature on testing homogeneity of variances is a large one and was comprehensively reviewed by Conover, Johnson, and Johnson (1981). Briefly, the often-demonstrated nonrobustness of normal-theory tests [e.g., the two-sample F test and Bartlett's (1937) k-sample analog] led to the proposal of many alternative procedures and to conflicting recommendations concerning their relative merits. This lack of consensus prompted the large Monte Carlo study of Conover et al. (1981) with the goal of identifying procedures that are robust with respect to test size and power over a range of distributions and sample sizes. Three procedures were recommended by Conover et al. (1981), but since each is based on absolute deviations from the median, none is strictly a test on variances. One of these procedures, Levl:med, is especially easy to use and has generally good properties. We also recommend its use, but we point out how it may be improved with our techniques.



Our main goal is to show how bootstrap methods can be used to get valid critical values for tests of homogeneity of scale but with special emphasis on tests on variances. In fact, an important feature of the proposed resampling methods is their flexibility with respect to the scale parameter of interest. When variances are of interest, the statistic bootstrapped will be based on sample variances. If a different scale parameter is preferred, then a statistic based on estimates of this parameter may be used. This is in contrast to methods based on analysis of variance (ANOVA), for which valid tests are obtained across distributions when absolute deviations from the median are used but not when squared deviations from the mean are used [compare Levl:med and Lev4 in tables 5 and 6 of Conover et al. (1981)]. We emphasize tests based on variances (even in the absence of normality) for two reasons: (a) Variances are more appealing to practitioners than, say, the average absolute deviation from the median (e.g., in experiments with structured treatments, modeling systematic effects on variation in terms of variances seems more interpretable), and (b) our Monte Carlo results suggest good power for variance-based tests even with distributions heavier tailed than the normal. Our methods are introduced in Section 2, analyzed in Section 3, and evaluated by Monte Carlo in Section 4. Section 5 shows how to use the methods with the off-line quality control data of Phadke, Kackar, Speeney, and Grieco (1983). We close the article with a summary and two Appendixes containing proofs and Monte Carlo details. 69
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The main conclusionsare as follows: 1. The proposed pooled bootstrap techniques achieve approximatelyvalid a levels for k-sample tests for homogeneityof varianceacrossa reasonable range of distributions.We infer that the techniques can be used with a varietyof test statisticsbased on differentscale parameterestimatorsor with test statistics aimed at more specificcomparisonsto investigate treatmentstructure. 2. Bootstrappingstudentizedtest statisticsresults in better a levels than bootstrappingunstudentized versions. This is in agreement with second-order asymptotic theory found in other situations (e.g., Babu and Singh 1983;Helmers 1987). 3. Variance-based studentized test statistics, however,entaillossesin powerthatcan becomequite large as the numberof independentsamplesgrows. 2.



BOOTSTRAP TEST PROCEDURES



Let {Xi, . . . , Xi; i = 1, . . , k} represent k



independentsamples, where in each sample the Xj



(j = 1, . . , ni) are iid with distribution function Gi(x) = Go((x - #i)/ai). Suppose further that Go(x)



has mean 0, variance 1, and finite fourth moment. This implies that the Xij have mean ,i, variance a2, and common kurtosisfl2(Gi) = E(Xij - ui)/[var Xi]2 = f x4 dGo (x) = fl2(Go). Moreover, let X, = 2i Xij/ni and s2 = In (XI - Xi)2(ni - 1) be the



sample means and variances.We focus on tests for equalityof variances(or dispersion)in the presence of unknownand possibly unequallocation-that is, tests of Ho: a2 = * = c2, where Go and the ui are unknown. For testing H0, the procedures most commonly appliedin practicerequirethat Gobe normal.These are the two-sample F test, F = S2/S2, comparedto



the F distribution with n1 - 1 and n2 - 1 df and



Bartlett's k-sample test, TIC, compared to a X_kdistribution,where T = (N - k)log c



1A



> (n, +



(ni - 1)s(N l)log



1



3(k-



s2



1



1)



- k)}



1



ni -



N - k ' N =



n,.



(2.1)



Validityof these proceduresdependscruciallyon the assumptionthat Gois normalor in largesamplesthat a2(Go)= 3. Both proceduresare liberalif P2(Go)> 3 and conservativeif P2(Go)< 3. To obtain a test procedurethat is valid acrossdisFEBRUARY1989, VOL. 31, NO. 1 TECHNOMETRICS,



tributiontypes, our approachis to estimatethe null distributionof 2/s2s or TIC without makingany assumptionsabout the parametricform of Go. We do this usingthe bootstraptechniqueintroducedby Efron (1979). Standardapplicationsof bootstrapping involve simple resamplingfrom the data. For example,to get a confidenceintervalfor a2/a2we would draw B sets of independent samples with replace-



ment from {X1, . . . , X,,l} and {X21, . . , X2n}, B vl valuesose respectively;calculatet B for the



samples; and then use the empiricalpercentilesof the B valuesto get confidencelimits [e.g., see Efron and Tibshirani(1986) for details]. In our use of the bootstrapto estimate null percentiles for a test statistic,there are severalfeatures that are differentfrom standardapplications.First, since the bootstrapis essentiallyestimatingfl(Go), which requiresmoderatelylarge samples,we would like the bootstrap to pool informationfrom all k samples.Second, it is importantto estimatethe null distributionof our test statisticregardlessof whether the true state of natureis Hoor Ha. If Hais the true state, the bootstrapsamplingmust estimate the Ho distribution,since proper critical values are really null percentiles. Both of these goals are accomplished by drawingbootstrapsamplesfrom S = {Xij -



i, j = 1, ...,



i, i = 1,.



. . ,k},



(2.2) where /i is an estimatorof location with the usual translationpropertythat Ai(Y + constant) = i(Y) + constant.It is naturalto let A = Xi, the ith sample mean, but we have found that other estimatorscan be preferredespecially in very small samples (see Sec. 4). Adjusting the Xii to Xij - pi in (2.2) is required to pool all of the randomvariables.Pooling the unadjustedXijwouldleadto incorrectkurtosisandwrong a levels when the means pi are not equal. The fact that all bootstrap samples are drawn from (2.2) achieves the second goal of estimatingnull percentiles even when Ha is true. More intuition can be gained by noting that bootstrappingfrom S of (2.2) can be viewed as drawingsets of iid samples {X*, .X*i = 1,.., k} from the "pseudopopulation," whose distributionfunctionis 1



GN(X) = N



ni



I(Xij



- Aui



x).



(2.3)



i=1 j=l



If Ai i, then GN(x) G Go(x/a) under Ho: a2 = * = a = o2, and the distribution of a test statistic T



based on iid samples from GNshould be similarto that basedon Go(x/a). Thisprovidesa null situation, since the distributionof variance-basedstatisticsis the same when all of the samples are drawnfrom
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Go(x/a) as under the actual null situationwhen the samplesare drawnindividuallyfrom Go((x - pi)/a). Now if Ha is true, because each of the k bootstrap samples is drawnfrom GN, they all have the same variance,so Hoholds in the bootstrapworld.It turns out that underHa the estimatedcriticalvalues are a little inflated, since l2(GN) does not quite estimate fl2(G0)correctly.In Section 3, we show that this has only a small effect on power. To carry out our bootstrapproceduresfor Bartlett's T, we generateB sets of k independentsamples by samplingwith replacementfrom (2.2), or equivalently by iid samplingfrom GNof (2.3), and calculate T for each set. We label these T, .. , TB. The empirical distribution of T*, . . . , TB is the



bootstrapestimate of the null distributionof T. As H0is rejectedfor large T, the bootstraplevel-a critical value for T is the (1 - a)th percentileof the T* distributionand the bootstrapp value is the proportion of the T* that are at least as large as To,the value of T based on the originalsample. In theory one can evalute T at all of the M = (N)N



equaly lly likely sets of samples from S, T,



..



T*, and compute the bootstrap p value PN = (num. ., ber of {T, . TT } > To)IM. In practice, B < M sets of randomsamplesare drawnfrom S, andPB = } (number of {T*, . . ., To)/B is used as an estimator of PN. Since this is binomial sampling, var PB = PN(1 - pN)IB, and the range 1,000 - B



10,000 works well in practice. An alternativeto the bootstrapapproachof sampling with replacementfrom S is permutationsampling or samplingwithoutreplacementfrom S. [This was the basis of the test proposed by Box and Andersen(1955).] Permutationsamplingcan be used to obtain exact level-a tests wheneverthe null hypothesis of interestspecifiesidenticaldistributionsfor the Xi. Under Ho: equal variances,the Gi are not identical,andstandardpermutationmethodsdo not work. Criticalvalues based on permutationsamplingfrom S will not yield exact level-a tests, but, as in the case of bootstrapsampling,levelsconvergeto a as min(nl, ?



... , nk) -> oo [see Sec. 3 and Boos, Janssen, and



Veraverbeke(in press)].Since both approachesmust be justifiedby asymptoticargumentsand small-sample empiricalresults (Sec. 4) show no obvious superiorityof one over the other, we have emphasized the bootstrapthat uses familiariid sampling. 3.



ASYMPTOTIC ANALYSIS OF BOOTSTRAPPING FROM GN



Throughoutthis section, we shall concentrateon Bartlett'sstatistic (2.1), althoughthe approachand the lemmas in Appendix A apply more generally. We first state the basic result for Bartlett'sstatistic
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(Theorem 1) and then discuss its implications.The proof is found in Appendix A. Let T* be the statistic (2.1) based on bootstrap samples X,



. . .,



. . .,



X,



Xk,



.



, Xk,



where all of the Xi? are iid from GN of (2.3). We use -> to mean convergence in distribution in the



bootstrapworld for an infinitesequence of the original data samples. As the bootstrapdistributionis itself random depending on these samples, the -> must be accompanied by almost surely to reflect this randomness.Let X2_1denote a chi-squaredrandom variablewith k - 1 df, and recall that /2(H) is the



fourth-momentkurtosisof a distributionfunctionH and ii denotes an arbitrarylocation estimator. We let ,Ui represent the limit of /i, and G(x) is the limit of GN(X)of (2.3). The symbols ui and a2 are reserved



for the mean and variance of Gi(x). When Gi is a distributionnot symmetricabout the mean /i, then typically /u/, puiunless /i = Xi. For example, if /i is a sample trimmedmean, then ii convergesto the populationtrimmedmean, whichis not the same as the population mean for asymmetricdistributions. This generalityfor ^i, Gi, and G adds some complexity to Theorem 1. Corollary 1, which follows Theorem 1, is easier to read and understand,since there fi = Xi and Gi(x) = Go((x - p/i)/ai) so that pim = pi and G(x) = 1,iGo(x/oi). Theorem 1.



For i = 1, . . , k, let Xil, .. .,



Xi,, be iid with distributionfunction Gi(x) and EX4 < oo. Suppose that /i --> Uo as ni > oo for i = 1, . . , k. Then, as min{n,. / (0, 1), ET*



2[l2(G) 1]



. .,



nk->



-



o with ni/N-



a.s.,



(3.1)



where G(x) = A,G1(x + p/,) + ... + XkGk(x + Plk).



The following corollaryhelps explain the implications of Theorem 1 for the bootstrapprocedures when the null hypothesisis true. Let c* be the (1 a)th percentile of T* and let U(O, 1) stand for a uniform(0, 1) randomvariable. Corollary 1.



For i = 1, . .. , k, let X,



.. ..



Xi,, be iid with distributionfunction G,(x) = Go((x - pi)/ai), where f x4 dGo (x) < oo.Let /i = Xi, and assume that Ho: a = . = a 2 = a2 holds. Then, as min(nl, . . ., nk) - o with nilN -> ,i E (0, 1), - 1]X2k_ a.s., (b) Pr(T - c*) (a) T* d 2[,B2(GO) > = and a, (c) PN P*(T* T) - U(, 1).



First, result (a) follows from Theorem 1, since Xi -> i by the strong law of large numbers,and G(x) is Go(x/a),whichimpliesthatf2(G) = l2(Go). Result (a) says that T* has the same asymptoticdistribution as T (e.g., Box 1953): d



T-*>[/2(Go)



-



1]z,k-i



(3.2)
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as min(n,, . . ., nk) -> oowith nilN ->



i E (0, 1).



Then result (b) puts result (a) and (3.2) together to show that levels are asymptoticallycorrect:Pr(T c*) - Pr(2l ' X2(a; k - 1)) = a, where %2(a; k



- 1) is the (1 - a)th percentile of a X2-1 random



variable. Finally, result (c) follows from an asymptotic version of the probabilityintegraltransformation. If estimators ^i other than Xi are used in (2.2), results(a)-(c) of Corollary1 hold as long as we add a, the assumption that /i k. These ,i for i = 1,..., results follow from Theorem 1 by noting that the differences pui - ui are necessarily the same constant d for i = 1,... , k (even though pui.need not equal the mean ,i); thus G(x) = Go((x + d)l/) and 32(G)



= P2(Go). With regardto results (b) and (c) of Corollary1, we haveseen.evidenceof theseconvergencesin Monte Carlo results(some of which are reportedin Sec. 4)



for (nl, n2) = (5, 5), (10, 10), and (20, 20) and (n1, n2, n3, n4) = (5, 5, 5, 5), (10, 10, 10, 10), and (20,



20, 20, 20). Theorem 1 also has importantimplicationsunder



the alternative, H,:a:



a]2 for at least one (i, j)



pair. When /i,. = /uithe ith populationmean, and Gi(x) = Go((x -



,Ui)/li), then G(x) =



k1 AiGo(x/



ai), whichis not the same type of distributionas Go. We can show that 2(G) [=



P2(Go) ,



ik



i



Aii'4



2 N" N



k k-



where Q(O2,



Q Q(2,



= . . . , a) - 1 2), and X



ak



)



, ni}, i = 1, . . .,



k, was describedin Boos et al. (in press).Thismethod resultsin asymptoticallycorrectlevels in the presence of unequal kurtoses, but the convergenceis slow. Therefore, we do not recommendits use in small samples (ni c 20). 4.



MONTE CARLO RESULTS



An importantaspectof the researchwas to investigate small-samplepropertiesof our new methods and to comparethem with some of the existingprocedures. Both a levels and power were studied for a varietyof samplesizes and population-distribution types. The discussionof resultsis in three parts accordingto the numberof samplesk; that is, results are describedseparatelyfor k = 2, for k = 4, and for k = 16 and 18. This last "large k" situationis especiallyrelevantto the exampleof Section 5. Details of the Monte Carlo work are given in Appendix B. 4.1



Two-Sample Results



Our two-sampleresultsare summarizedin Tables



nk) -> o



T N



is drawn from {X/lsi; j = 1, ..



1 and 2 for the null a2 = a2 case and in Table 3 for the alternative o2 = 4a2. Five distributions were



> #2(Go).



We suspect that the inequalityP2(G) > l2(Go)also holds when ,pi 7#,ui, but the expressionfor /2(G) is messyin that case. Fortunately,this inflatedkurtosis has only a second-ordereffect on the power of the bootstrappedtest. To see this, note that underH, as min(nl,...,



vergenceof T in (3.2) is not correct, the limit being a weightedsum of chi-squaredrandomvariables.As a result, Pr(T c* I Ho) does not convergeto a in generaland our procedureis not robustto this Behrens-Fishertype of problemin the kurtoses.An alternativebootstrapapproach,in whichthe ith sample



N(0, D D)



,i log[ijo2/a],



Di =



= [32(Go) - 1] diagonal il((,jaj)-1 (a4/L, . .., alU/k). Thus Pr(T > c| H Ha) Pr(N(0, . . , )) DT2D) [N1'2(N - k)]c* - N"2Q(a. and the fact that c* a [f2(G) - l]/2(; k1) instead of ?[fl2(Go)- l]Z2(a; k - 1) has only a minor



effect, because c* appearsin the term multipliedby N1/2/(N - k). We conclude this section by emphasizingthat resultsgiven here for bootstrappingfrom (2.2) depend on the assumptionthat all samples have the same kurtosis f2(G0). When the l2(Gi) are not all equal,



Theorem 1 continues to hold for T*, but the con-
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studied-the uniform, the normal, a t distribution with 5 df (t5), the extreme value with distribution function F(x) = exp( - exp(-x)),



and the standard



exponential. There are eight differenttests in Table 1 but only four different statistics. The usual F statistics2/s2 is the basis for the firstfour rows, which differonly in the wayp values were obtained. Row 1 corresponds to the standardnormal-theorytest based on the F



distribution with n, - 1 and n2 - 1 df. Row the F distribution with d(nl - 1) and d(n2 where d = 2/(/2 - 1) and N k , En;i (Xij - X)4 2 * i l (xij - X [E 2=- I Xi)2]2



2 uses 1) df,



(4.1) (4.1)



This test was first proposed by Box and Andersen (1955), but with a different estimator of



f2.



Rows 3



and 4 use p values obtained by bootstrappingand permutationsampling,respectively,from(2.2) using means to adjustfor location. Rows 5 and 6 are based on Miller's (1968) jackknife t statistic, which is just the usual two-sample
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Table 1. Estimated Levels and Chi-SquaredGoodness-of-Fit Statistics for One-Sided a = .05 Level Tests of Ho: a2 = U2, n, = 10, n2 = 10



Uniform



Normal



Extreme value



t5



Exponential Average



Test procedure



.05



.05



X2o



.05



X2o



X0o values



X2o



.05



Xo



.05



X/o



101.7 16.4 13.1 11.7



.10 .08 .06 .07



75.8 45.6 25.6 22.0



.15 .09 .08 .09



417.9 72.8 27.0 113.3



130.3 31.3 17.4 32.8



6.0 9.5



.07 .06



19.0 19.2



.09 .07



95.2 27.2



30.1 16.1



10.8 16.2



.05 .05



3.9 14.4



.05 .05



6.5 10.8



8.2 14.5



F = s/s2



Ftable Box-Andersen Bootstrap Permutation



.01 .05 .04 .04



50.2 9.4 15.3 13.4



.06 .07 .06 .06



6.0 12.3 5.9 3.4



.10 .05 .05 .05



Jackknife t table Bootstrap



.03 .05



20.6 10.3



.05 .06



9.6 14.5



.05 .05 Robust



Levl:med t GLGbootstrap



.04 .02



10.8 21.1



.05 .04



8.9 9.9



.04 .04



NOTE: See Appendix B for the definitionof X0 entries. The 90th percentileofXl0 is 16.0, and E(Q2) = 10. Estimates of level are based on 1,000 Monte Carloreplicationswith a typical standarddeviation bounded by [(.1)(.9)/1,000]1/2= .01.



ferences (hence GLG) was found in other preliminarywork to performwell over a wide rangeof distributions.Note that, because this statisticinvolves trimmedestimators,we chose to base the bootstrap on samples centered with 10% trimmed means in place of the samplemeans in (2.2). The GLG bootstrapwas not includedin Table2 becauseit wascostly to run and our emphasisis on variance-basedstatistics. The importantdifferencebetween Tables 1 and 2 is that Table 1 representsnull performancein the equal-sample-size situation n1 = n2 = 10, whereas samplesizes are (nl, n2) = (5, 15) in Table2. Because of related symmetryproperties,Table 1 reportsresults for a one-sided test only, whereasTable 2 re-



pooled t statisticon the log s2 pseudovalues Uij, Uij = ni log s2 - (ni - l)log s2, where s2 = [(ni - 1)s2 - ni(Xj - X)2(ni



(4.2) - 1)].



In row 5, the p values are taken from a t distribution with nl + n2 - 2 df. In row 6, the criticalvalues are obtainedby bootstrappingfrom S of (2.2) with , = xi.



Row 7 is the Levl:med t statisticbasedon absolute deviationsfromthe medianand usinga t distribution with nl + n2 - 2 df. Row 8 is a ratio of robust dispersion estimators f1/'2 with bootstrap critical



values, where 6i is the average of the smallest50% of the ordered values of IXij - Xikl, 1 - j < k - ni. ThisgeneralizedL statisticon Gini-typeabsolutedif-



Table2. Estimated Levels of Left-Tailed,Right-Tailed,and Two-Sided Tests of Ho: a2 Uniform Test procedure



L



R



Normal 2



L



R



Extreme value



t5 2



L



R



2



=



O2



Exponential



, n, = 5,



n2



Average ;2 values of all 15 tests



=



15 Average X2o values excluding exponential



L



R



2



L



R



2



.08 .05 .04 .06



.07 .08 .07 .07



.08 .08 .05 .06



.15 .08 .07 .09



.13 .12 .11 .11



.19 .19 .08 .11



116.3 45.7 23.2 33.1



41.8 31.3 15.9 13.2



.06 .04



.06 .06



.08 .05



.10 .06



.10 .09



.13 .08



59.4 18.8



32.9 13.5



.05



.02



.03



.04



.04



.03



27.5



30.2



F = s/s2



Ftable Box-Andersen Bootstrap Permutation



.03 .08 .03 .05



.01 .05 .04 .05



ttable Bootstrap



.06 .05



.02 .04



Levl:med t



.07



.01 .08 .03 .05



.05 .08 .05 .06



.05 .06 .05 .05



.05 .07 .04 .06



.07 .05 .04 .05



.09 .09 .09 .08



.10 .07 .04 .06



Jackknife .06 .05



.08 .06



.04 .05



.07 .06



.07 .05



.08 :09 .07 .06 Robust



.00



.03



.06



.01



.03



.04



.03



.03



NOTE: B = 500 bootstrap replications were used for each of 1,000 Monte Carlo replications. For the three resampled statistics, two-sided |log(s /s2)l and Ijackknife tl.



tests were based on
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Table 3. Observed and Adjusted Power of One-Sided a = .05 Tests Under H,: a2 = 4


Test procedure



Uniform



Normal



t5



n2 =



10



Extreme value



Exponential



Average



.61 (.47) .53 (.42) .49 (.46) .50 (.42)



.58 (.29) .40 (.24) .42 (.31) .43 (.29)



.62 (.53) .55 (.48) .52 (.51) .53 (.49)



.46 (.41) .42 (.40)



.37 (.25) .29 (.21)



.52 (.49) .48 (.45)



.40 (.43) .44 (.46)



.29 (.31) .37 (.35)



.42 (.45) .45 (.49)



F = s2/s



Ftable Box-Andersen Bootstrap Permutation



.70 (.88) .77 (.78) .72 (.81) .74 (.78)



.60 (.58) .57 (.48) .52 (.49) .52 (.49)



.61 (.43) .49 (.49) .46 (.46) .46 (.47) Jackknife



ttable Bootstrap



.78 (.85) .79 (.79)



.52 (.50) .50 (.46)



.45 (.44) .40 (.41) Robust



Levl:med t GLGbootstrap



.57 (.64) .59 (.72)



.46 (.47) .44 (.48)



.38 (.42) .40 (.43)



NOTE: Basic entries have standard error bounded by (4,000)-1/2 = .016. Estimates of power for the tests with correct .05 levels (see App. B) are in parentheses.



portsresultsfor left-tailed,right-tailed,and two-sided tests. Entries in Tables 1 and 2 are estimatedlevels for nominala = .05 tests andX20values, whichmeasure uniformityof p values based on the 11 intervals (0, .01), (.01, .02), .. ., (.09, .10), and (.10, 1.0)



(see App. B). When sample sizes are equal, o1g(s2/s2) has a sym-



metric distribution, and we might expect convergence of bootstrapand permutationlevelsto be faster



than when n



? n2 n. [Bootstrapping s2/s2 is equivalent



to bootstrappinglog(s2/s2).]Similarly,null performance should be best when n1 = n2for the jackknife t and the Levl:med t, because both statisticshave symmetricdistributionsin this situation.It is, therefore, not surprisingthat in Table 1 the estimated levels for nominala = .05 tests and the Xo2statistics reflectgenerallygood performancefor all procedures except the F test (row 1). The Box-Andersen procedure (row 2) is liberal with the skewed distributions. Withthe exceptionof the GLG bootstrap,the resamplingproceduresshow a similartendency, althoughto a lesser degree, with poorest performance at the exponential.We cannot explainwhy the permutationsamplingdoes worse than bootstrapsam-



pling at the exponential (X20= 113.3 and X20= 27.0



in rows4 and 3, respectively).The poor performance of the jackknife at the exponential (row 5) can be



attributed to correlations among the Uij (O'Brien



1978). Bootstrappingthe jackknifet results in considerable improvementat the exponential (rows 5 and 6). The robust proceduresdo well at the exponential (rows 7 and 8), but the GLG bootstrapis conservativeat the uniform.In Table1, the Levl:med t has the best results overall, but the bootstrapand permutation procedures compare favorably with Levl:med, especiallyif the exponentialis excluded. FEBRUARY1989, VOL. 31, NO. 1 TECHNOMETRICS,



[For assessingthe X2ovalues, note that E(Z2o)= 10 and the 90th percentile of the XIodistributionis 16.0.] In Table 2, because of asymmetryof the test statistics, the following three test situations are reported. Tests labeled L reject for smallvalues of s2/ s2 and those labeled R reject for large values of s2/ s2. The two-sidedtests are labeled "2," where, for the resamplingplans, this refersto rejectingfor large valuesof Ilog(s /s2)l or |jackknife tl. Estimatedlevels for nominalsize .05 tests are presentedfor each case, but only averageX20values are presented.These av= 10. erages may be comparedwith E(,/2) Results for the F test and the Box-Andersen test in Table 2 are very similarto those in Table 1. The resample right-tailedtests show a clear pattern of liberal levels for the three distributionswith large kurtosis (t5, extreme value, and exponential). Apparentlythis is because of s2 based on n1 = 5 observationsbeing more skewed to the right than 22 based on n2 = 15 observations.If the exponentialis excluded, performanceof the bootstrap and permutationF is adequate,especiallyfor left- and twotailed tests. The jackknifet (row 5) is much worse in Table 2 than in Table 1, because of both withingroup correlations and between-group (samplesize-dependent)variance heterogeneity of the Uij. Bootstrappingthe jackknife t produces a dramatic improvement(row 6 vs. row 5), and in fact results in the best overall performancein Table 2 in terms of the X20values. The higher X20values for the Levl:med t in Table 2 are because of its generally conservativeperformance,a propertythat is, however, appealingin situationsin whichvalidityis crucial. The power resultsin Table 3 are only for (nl, n2)
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= (10, 10) and the alternative a2 = 4a2. In paren-



4.2



theses are estimates of the power that would have been obtainedif correct .05 criticalvalues had been used (see App. B, feature 6). The individualresults show that the s2-basedtests are considerablymore powerful at the uniformthan the robust tests and, more surprisingly,that the robusttests do not dominate at the longer-taileddistributions.On average, the Levl:med t comes out worstin termsof observed power and the F bootstrapand F permutationtests do quite well. Looking at adjustedpower, Table 3 suggeststhat bootstrappingcosts in terms of power (row 1 vs. row 3, row 5 vs. row 6) and so does studentizationof statistics(row 1 vs. row 5). Of course, such techniques are essential to obtain valid tests based on (s2, s2) at distributionsother than the normal.



Table 4 gives estimatedlevels for nominallevel a = .05 and chi-squaredgoodness-of-fitstatisticsfor p valuesfor seven tests, four distributions,and three sets of sample sizes. The normaland Laplacedistributions and the sample sizes were chosen to make comparisonswith Conoveret al. (1981). The first four tests relate to Bartlett's statistic TIC given in (2.1). Bar-z2 means that a /j distribution was used for critical values and Bar-Bootfrom referto bootstrapping Meanand Bar-Boot-Trim (2.2) with means and 20% trimmedmeans, respectively, for hi. Bar2-X2is Bartlett'sstatisticdividedby the kurtosisadjustment2?(f2 - 1), where/2 is given by (4.1), and using/2 criticalvalues. The fifth row of Table 3 is Layard's(1973) k-sam-



Four-Sample Results



Table 4. Estimated Levels of a = .05, Four-Sample Tests Under Ho:a2 =



c2



= aJ =



T2



(n,, n2, n3, n4) (5, 5, 5, 5) Test procedure



.05



X2o



(10, 10, 10, 10) .05



X2o



(5, 5, 20, 20) .05



X0o



Average X2o



Normal Bar-Z2 Bar2-x2



Bar-Boot-Mean Bar-Boot-Trim Jack-F Jack-Boot-Mean Lev: med



.05 .05 .03 .02 .03 .04 .00



12.5 9.2 15.0 38.4 17.7 11.5 82.7



17.7 10.7 10.5 21.2 12.9 14.5 17.2



.05 .05 .04 .03 .09 .05 .02



6.3 5.2 13.3 18.0 42.0 15.9 25.6



12.2 8.4 12.9 25.9 24.2 14.0 41.8



1,537.5 21.3 18.3 17.8 50.6 13.1 13.5



.27 .06 .09 .07 .12 .07 .03



1,441.9 4.9 70.7 29.0 160.3 18.9 11.6



1,200.0 19.0 40.9 18.0 77.4 14.9 30.8



.17 .06 .07 .05 .12 .06 .02



440.6 12.4 31.5 30.2 121.4 20.8 28.2



407.5 17.9 23.9 22.2 52.4 18.1 39.9



.39 .06 .13 .08 .16 .07 .04



4,750.6 18.0 179.9 52.4 395.4 28.2 11.0



4,114.3 75.3 192.8 33.4 224.6 45.0 24.3



.05 .05 .03 .02 .05 .05 .04 Laplace



.18 .06 .07 .04 .06 .06 .01



620.6 30.7 33.7 7.1 21.2 12.8 67.4



Bar-Boot-Mean Bar-Boot-Trim Jack-F Jack-Boot-Mean Levl:med



.12 .06 .04 .02 .06 .07 .00



158.3 21.0 24.1 23.8 4.2 19.2 77.5



Bar-Z2 Bar2-x2 Bar-Boot-Mean Bar-Boot-Trim Jack-F Jack-Boot-Mean Levl :med



.30 .11 .13 .08 .08 .08 .02



2,090.6 133.0 261.0 35.2 35.2 45.1 52.5



Bar-x2 Bar2-x2 Bar-Boot-Mean



Bar-Boot-Trim Jack-F Jack-Boot-Mean Lev :med



.26 .05 .05 .02 .08 .05 .03



Extreme value Bar-Z2 Bar2-Z2



.19 .05 .05 .04 .07 .06 .03



623.6 20.4 16.2 12.5 31.6 14.2 14.1



Exponential .41 .10 .10 .06 .13 .09 .04



5,501.8 74.9 137.4 12.7 243.2 61.7 9.4



NOTE: Entriesare based on 1,000 Monte Carloreplications.
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pie generalizationof Miller's(1968)two-samplejackknife procedure.It is the one-way ANOVA F ratio computedon the log s2 pseudovaluesof (4.2) compared with F(k - 1, N - k) critical values, and it



has the same drawbacksas the two-samplejackknife t at unequalsample sizes and skewed distributions. Row 6 (Jack-Boot-Mean)is the precedingjackknife statisticusing the bootstrapwith means in (2.2). As in Tables 1-3, this test was includedto see if bootstrappingwould work better with studentizedstatistics. Row 7 of Table 4, Levl:med, is also an ANOVA method that uses F(k - 1, N - k) critical values



but is based on absolute deviationsZij = Xij - Pil from the medians/i. The numeratorof Levl:med is thus a comparisonof mean deviationsfrom the mediann'ilEXij - ,ji ratherthan a comparisonof sample variances. We digress here to comment briefly on propertiesof Levl:med, since this procedurewas highly recommendedby Conoveret al. (1981). The empiricalresults of O'Brien (1978) concerningthe expectation,variance,and within-groupcorrelations of the Zij suggestedthat ANOVA assumptionswill not be seriouslyviolated;hence null performanceof Levl:med will generally be good for ni - 8 or so. For ni small (< 8) and odd, however, the test is extremelyconservativebecauseof zero values of Zii inflatingthe estimateof within-groupvariancein the denominatorof the F statistic. Suggestionsfor deleting a randomobservationin each group(O'Brien 1978)or the middleobservationin each group(Conover et al. 1981) do not seem entirely satisfactory, because they can result in a liberal test. The difference in performancefor even and odd sample sizes is illustratedby resultsfor Levl:med for samplesizes (4, 4, 4, 4) and (5, 5, 5, 5) and 1,000 Monte Carlo replicates using normal and exponential distributions. In the null case, for a test at nominallevel .05, observed size at the normal was .074 and .003 for (4, 4, 4, 4) and (5, 5, 5, 5), respectively,and at the exponentialwas .100 and .015, respectively.The (5, 5, 5, 5) results are reported in Table 4. For these same four cases, we bootstrappedLevl:med using (2.2) with 20% trimmedmeans. The results(not dis-



played) were .054 and .040 for the normaland .075 and .067for the exponential,respectively.Thusthere is evidence that bootstrappingcan substantiallyimprove Levl:med in such cases, althoughthis is not the focus of our research. In terms of Xlovalues, the tests in Table 4 do not performas well as their two-sampleversionsin Tables 1 and 2. Bar-Boot-Meanand Jack-Boot-Mean do noticeablyworse at the exponentialdistribution comparedwith rows 3 and 6 of Tables 1 and 2. BarBoot-Trimis an improvementover Bar-Boot-Mean at the Laplace and exponential distributions, althoughit is ratherconservativeat the normaldistribution. Bar-Boot-Trimand Jack-Boot-Meanare the best overall performersin Table 4, but Bar2-X2and Levl:med are not far behind. Actually, the bootstrappedjackknifewith 20% trimmedmeans is best in terms of X20(15.5 average over all situationsin Table 4) but was not includedfor space reasons. Table 5 summarizesestimatesof the power of the tests (except Bar-Boot-Trim)at the particularalternative H,: (a2, a2, a2, a2) = (1, 2, 4, 8) averaged



over the three sets of samplesizes found in Table 4. Adjustedpower estimates,which are more variable than the observed powers, are in parentheses.Because of the groupingof p values into intervalsof width .01 (see App. B), adjustedpowersfor Bar-X2 had a large downward bias and, therefore, were omitted. ExcludingBar-Z2,Bar-Boot-Meanhas the best power overall for either observed or adjusted power. Levl:med is second in average adjusted power. Note, however, that at the Laplacedistribution Levl:med is still behind Bar-Boot-Meanin adjustedpower, even thoughthe mean absolutedeviations from the median used in the numeratorof Levl:med are maximumlikelihood scale estimates for the Laplacedistribution.It is interestingthat the studentizedstatisticsBar2-Z2and Jack-Fhave quite low adjustedpower relativeto Bar-Boot-Mean. 4.3



k = 16 and k = 18 Results



The "largek" situationsconsideredhere were includedbecauseof theirrelevanceto experimentswith many treatmentsand relativelyfew replicationsper



Table 5. Observed and Adjusted Power of a = .05, Four-Sample Tests Under Ha:(,a2,a2, J,a ) = (1, 2, 4, 8) WithPower Averaged Over Sample Sizes (n,, n2, n3, n4) = (5, 5, 5, 5), (10, 10, 10, 10), (5, 5, 20, 20)



Test procedure



Normal



Laplace



Extreme value



Exponential



Average



Bar-x2 Bar2-x2 Bar-Boot-Mean Jack-F Jack-Boot-Mean Levl:med



.56 .41 (.41) .44 (.50) .42 (.40) .36 (.35) .32 (.48)



.64 .24 (.23) .37 (.31) .33 (.23) .24 (.22) .18 (.26)



.60 .30 (.29) .39 (.38) .36 (.28) .29 (.26) .22 (.36)



.69 .28 (.18) .39 (.21) .31 (.18) .23 (.16) .16 (.19)



.62 .31 (.28) .40 (.35) .36 (.27) .28 (.25) .32 (.32)



NOTE: Entries have a standard deviation bounded by .016. Adjusted entries, in parentheses,
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= (Xij - Xi)2 that uses the variance-covariance ma-



treatment.The asymptotictheoryin Section3 based on min(nl, . . . ,



nk)>



o is not applicable to these



trix of the Yijobtained without assumingnormality and estimatedunbiasedlyby k statistics(samplecumulants). For general n,, see McCullaghand Pre-



large-k-small-nsituations, the appropriateanalysis being based on k -- ooasymptotics. We have developed some theory for k -> oo that is not presented



gibon (1987), but for nl = ** = n = no, T2 =



here but that does help to explain when to expect liberalor conservativelevels underHofor our boot-



k=1 sl2k and D k=1 (s2 - s2)2/D, where S2 = = [2k22/(n0 - 1) + k4/no]. Critical values for T2



strap methods. In particular, these k -> oo asymp-



are obtainedfrom the X2k- distribution.



totics indicatethat usingtrimmedmeansto centerin (2.2) is more robust across distributiontypes with respect to test validity than centering with means



For the (k = 16, no = 5) situation, Bar-Boot-Trim



is conservativefor the first three distributions,especiallyat the normaldistribution,and liberalat the exponentialdistribution.On the basis of asymptotic analysisand empiricalevidence not reportedhere, we feel that the "compromise"reflected by these resultsis more desirablethanusingmediansin (2.2), which achieves good levels for the exponentialdistributionbut is too conservativeat the other distributions. Levl:med is noticeablymore conservative than Bar-Boot-Trim,because the odd sample sizes yield 16 zero values in the absolute deviationsfrom the median. Bar2-X2and T2have acceptableX2ovalues with T2perhapspreferredbecause of its better performanceat the exponentialdistribution.In the second situation,all four tests hold theirlevels quite well, with Levl:med still ratherconservative. The last two columnsof Table 6 are the observed



xi.



The Monte Carlo results reportedin Table 6 are for two situations.The firstis k = 16 samplesof size 5, and the second is k = 18 sampleswith 15 samples of size 10 and 3 samples of size 5. The second situation mimicsthe designin the exampleof Section5. We have used the same distributionsas in Tables 4 and 5 and three of the same tests. In particular, Boot-Bar-Trimwas kept because of good performance for k = 4 and the k -> oc asymptotic analysis



not reportedhere. One new test, T2, was added because it was recently proposed by McCullaghand Pregibon (1987) and actually used by them in the example of Section 5. T2is a quadraticform on the squaredresidualsYij



Table 6. Estimated Levels and Power of a = .05 Tests When k = 16 and 18 k = 18; n = 5 (i = 1, 2, 3);



k = 16; ni =5 (i=



Test procedure



.05



1, ...,



ni = 10 (i = 4,...,18)



16)



Xo



.05



X2o



Observed and adjusted power



Normal Bar2-x2 Bar-Boot-Trim T2 Lev1:med



.03 .00 .02 .00



13.3 42.3 11.4 55.6



Bar2-x2 Bar-Boot-Trim T2 Lev1:med



.03 .04 .02 .01



13.8 7.5 23.2 38.7



Bar2-x2 Bar-Boot-Trim Lev1:med



.05 .02 .04 .00



6.7 16.1 11.7 45.5



Bar2-x2 Bar-Boot-Trim T2 Lev1:med



.08 .09 .05 .01



23.9 38.9 19.0 32.8



.04 .01 .04 .02



8.9 27.8 14.2 20.1



.91 (.92) .99 (1.00) .90 (.92) .98 (.99)



.03 .05 .05 .04



15.7 7.7 8.4 30.9



.52 (58) .90 (.91) .54 (.54) .81 (.85)



10.7 13.8 13.0 43.3



.60 (.64) .94 (.96) .59 (.53) .86 (.93)



11.5 21.0 24.2 11.3



.43 (.50) .86 (.83) .44 (.37) .67 (.76)



Laplace



Extreme value



1T2



.04 .03 .06 .02



Exponential .03 .06 .07 .03



NOTE: The estimated levels are based on 500 Monte Carloreplicationsand have a standarddeviation - [(.95)(.05)/500]12= .01. The observed powers are based on 250 replicationsand have a standarddeviation = .03. The bounded by [(.5)(.5)/25011/2 alternativeunder which the power is estimated is for true variances having the values of the sample variances in the example of Section 5 with the outlier deleted.
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and adjustedpower for the specific alternativethat the true variancesare equal in value to the observed sample variancesin the example in Section 5 (with the outlier deleted). Here we find an interestingresult. The s2-basedtests, which are studentized by estimates involving sample kurtosis, have very low powercomparedwith Bar-Boot-Trimand Levl:med for all but the normaldistribution.There is evidence in Table 5 of the same effect, althoughnot so dramatic. Levl:med is also studentized;however, the denominator only involves second-moment-type quantities,which may explain its better power. If one compares Bar2 and Bar-Boot-Trim,the only difference is that Bar2 rejects Ho if T ? 2(/42-



1)X2(a;k - 1) and Bar-Boot-Trimrejects if T c*, where T is Bartlett'sstatisticand c* is from the



The variance of interest to Phadke et al. (1983) was the within-treatmentvariance,a combinationof between- and within-wafer variances. Unbalance caused by missing wafers for treatments 5, 15, and



18 was ignored by Phadke et al. (1983) and McCullaghand Pregibon(1987), however, and sample varianceswere calculatedfor each treatmentignoring wafers. Thus k = 18 and ni = 10, except for n, = 5, i = 5, 15, and 18 (nI6 = 9 without the outlier),



correspondingto the large-k situation of Section 4 and Table 6, columns 3-6. Values of the s2 (i = 1,



. 18) are .012, .004, .021, .040, .161, .014, .024, .031, .069, .080, .145, .075, .025, .026, .042, .371 (.108 withoutthe outlier), .050, and .009. We firstgive resultsfor the overalltest of no treatment effects on variances (Ho: ac =



=



28), ig-



(k - 1) bootstrap distribution of T*. Since X2_-1 + [2(k - 1)]1/2Za for large k, the critical value of



noring wafers as in Phadke et al. (1983) and McCullaghand Pregibon(1987). Tests used were those in Table 5 and the still-popularBartlett test. With the outlier included (excluded), we obtained j2 =



of c* is proportional to k(no - l)[log U2(GN) - EG log s2*]. Although we have not been able to suc-



lett's test, .478 (.006) for Bar2, .023 (.003) for BarBoot-Trim(withB = 4,000),.009(.001)forLevl:med, and .137 (.012) for T2. Deleting the outlier resulted in a muchlowersamplekurtosis(see also McCullagh andPregibon1987)and reducedp valuesby an order of magnitudefor the bootstraptest, Levl:med, and T2. The p values for Bartlett'stest are influencedby nonnormalityof the data, and the very direct effect of the kurtosisestimateon Bar2is evidentin the two p values for this test. Based on Bartlett's test and T2 and plots, McCullaghand Pregibon (1987) concluded that nonnormalityrather than variance heterogeneity was present in the data, whereas Bar-Boot-Trimand Levl:med both supportthe conclusionthatvariancesare not homogeneous.The latter conclusionis reinforcedby informationon test performancein Table 6 that shows that, over a wide range of distributiontypes, none of the four tests is overly liberal (Levl:med is conservative), whereasBar-Boot-TrimandLevl :medhavefarbetter power than T2. To test for main effects for the eight factors, we bootstrappedstatisticsanalogousto those given by Zelen (1959) that assumea multiplicativemodel for effectson variances.Zelen's tests are likelihoodratio in originassumingnormalityand equalni. Like Bartlett's test, criticalvalues are obtainedfrom the chisquareddistribution,and the tests are highly sensitive to nonnormality.Specifically,to test the null hypothesisof no effect for a factor P, present at p levels, the statisticbootstrappedwas



Bar2has leadingterm?(/J2- 1)(k - 1). If we assume equal samplesizes no, then the centrallimittheorem appliedto T* as k --> o shows that the leadingterm



cessfullyanalyzethe expressionin brackets,we conjecturethat it is not as sensitiveto inflatedvalues of l)(k - 1) is to inflated values of /2; that is, large values of T tend to be



/2(GN) under H, as 2(/2 -



canceled by 32in Bar2, but c* does not correspondingly increasewhen T is large. 5.



A QUALITY-CONTROL STUDY



Data from an experimenton off-line qualitycontrol in the fabrication of integrated circuit chips (Phadkeet al. 1983) are used to illustrateour bootstrap procedures. This example also serves to emphasize the flexibilityof the bootstrapapproachby indicatinghow to test for specificeffectswhen the k samplescorrespondto a complextreatmentstructure in a completelyrandomizedexperimentaldesign. To determineprocess conditionsthat would minimize variancein contactwindowsizes while keeping mean window size on target, Phadke et al. (1983) carriedout an experimentwith eight factors, one at two levels and seven at three levels, in a main-effects plancomprisingk = 18 "treatments"or "factor-level combinations.""Post-etch"test-patternline widths (one measure of window size), used by McCullagh and Pregibon (1987) to compareBartlett'stest and their T2, are also used here. There were 165 observationsin all (five measurementsper wafer,two wafers per treatmentexcept for treatments5, 15, and 18, which had only one wafer). An apparentoutlier was noted by McCullaghand Pregibon(1987), and, like them, we analyzethe data with and withoutthis



value (N = 165 and N = 164, respectively).
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10.82 (/12 = 4.00) and p values .000 (.000) for Bart-



log P1 TP= log \p i=1



n j Si



w E/GH-



p/18



1 18



1i=1 logs2,
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where wi indexes the treatmentsin whichfactorP is present at level i (i = 1, . . . , p), determined from



table II of Phadkeet al. (1983).Trimmedmeanswere used to center in bootstrappingthe Tpjust as for the overall test. For comparisonwith the bootstrapp values, main effects were also tested using the obvious Levl:med ANOVA F tests, which are readily implementedwith a statisticalcomputerpackagesuch as SAS. The Levl:med tests, however, assume an additivemodel in the mean absolutedeviationfrom the median for effects (O'Brien 1978). Results are given in Table 7. Note that there is generallyqualitativeagreement between Levl:med and Boot-Trimas to which factors are importantbut that the outlier has a greater influenceon the Levl:med p values than on BootTrim. We have seen similar indicationswith other realdatasets that, althoughLevl:medis robustacross distributiontypes, it is surprisinglysensitiveto a single extreme value in the data. McCullaghand Pregibon (1987) speculated that T2 was robust to this sort of contamination,and we believe that the bootstrap approach will tend to provide a similar robustness. The precedingresults appearto supportthe conclusion that process variance (for "post-etch"line widths) is affectedby changes in levels of factors G and A and possibly F and H. The effect of missing wafers(some s2estimateonly within-wafervariance) cannot be ignoredentirely, however. Given the unbalance in the data and small within-wafersample sizes (ni = 5), developing an analysisthat assumes a random effect for wafers on varianceis an interestingchallenge,but beyondthe scope of this article. 6.



CONCLUSIONS



This article demonstratesthat for testing homogeneity of variancesthe pooled bootstrapapproach can be trustedto yield approximatelyvalid a levels,
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and good power, over a range of distributiontypes and sample sizes. Extreme situations (e.g., distributions with large kurtosis, large-k-small-nsituations) are more difficultto handle, although bootstrappingcomparesfavorablywith the best of older methods(such as Levl:med) in these cases also. The approach that we recommend as the best overall compromisewhen such extremes must be allowed for is to bootstrap



2/Slsor Bartlett's statistic from



(2.2) with 20% trimmed means subtracted.(Fractionaltrimmingis suggestedso thatthe 20%trimmed mean at n = 5 is [X(2) + X(3) + X(4)]/3 but at n = 4 it is [.2X(1)+ X(2) + X(3) + .2X(4)]/2.4, whereX(j) c X(2) ***? Xn) is the ordered sample.) We believe



that this recommendationcan be extended to bootstrappinga varietyof variance-basedor robust-scalebasedtest statisticsin completelyrandomizeddesigns with samplesizes as low as ni - 4. For data analysis when extremesof samplesize and data types can be ruled out, bootstrappingfrom (2.2) with the sample means subtractedwill be approximatelyvalid but more powerful. We consider the range of distributionsfrom the uniform (32 = 1.8) to t5 or the exponential



(32



= 9)



sufficientlywide to representdata types met with in practice.Highly skewed and/or long-taileddata are typicallybroughtinto this range by the use of transformations.Our Monte Carlo work, therefore, did not include distributionsmore leptokurticthan the exponential[in contrast,see Conoveret al. (1981)], and our bootstrapproceduresare not recommended for variance-basedstatistics for such distributions. We also cautionthatvalidityof our proceduresrelies heavilyon the location-scaleassumption,and we do not recommendtheir use for situationsin whichit is of interest to test equality of varianceallowingfor possiblydifferentkurtoses. Finally, interestingMonte Carlo results concerning power seem worth repeating.Bootstrappingthe



Table 7. P Values for Levl:med and Bootstrapped TpStatistics for Main Effects and the Overall Test of Ho:aU = * = 28for Data From Phadke et al. (1983)



Factor A B



Outlierincluded



Number of levels



Levl:med



2 3



.01 .40



Boot-Trim .04 .69



Outlierexcluded Levl:med .01 .51



Boot-Trim .04 .86



C



3



.85



.63



.91



.70



E F



3 3



.40 .34



.36 .16



.13 .21



.28 .07



.02



G



3



.05



.02



.10



H



3



.11



.06



.21



/ Overall



.08



3



.59 .01



.90 .02



.93 .001



.99 .003



NOTE: Results for the two "error contrasts" (McCullagh and Pregibon 1987) are not presented. (They were partitioned out of error for Levl:med but ignored in the bootstrapped Zelen statistics.) Bootstrap p values are based on B = 4,000 resamples.
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Bartlettstatistichas a definitepower advantageover the studentized statistics Bar2 and T2. Levl:med, which is also studentized,is usuallyintermediatein power, although closer to the bootstrap methods, probablybecause studentizingit involvessecond-order ratherthan fourth-ordermoments. ACKNOWLEDGMENTS
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LEMMAS AND PROOF OF THEOREM 1



Lemma 1 provides the asymptoticjoint convergence of k samplevariancesbootstrappedfrom(2.2). Lemma 2 applies that result to functions Q(s2, .. , S) of those sample variances. We then use Lemma2 to prove Theorem 1 of Section 3. Let P* and E* denote probability and expectation



under bootstrap sampling from GN. The random variablesXi generatedfrom GNare starred,but we often suppress the "*" notation for quantities like



s2 computedfrom these randomvariables.For bootd* strapped statistics, let -> and -



a.s. refer to con-



vergence in distributionand in probabilitya.s. with respectto the probabilitymeasureinducedby infinite sequences of the data {Xj; i = 1, . . , k, j = 1, . . ., ni}. Let #u(H), a2(H), ,4(H), and f2(H) be the



mean, variance,fourth centralmoment, and kurtosis, respectively,of any distributionfunctionH. Lemma 1. For i = 1, .. ., k, let Xi, ... Xin be iid with distributionfunction Gi(x) and EX4 a.s. II < oo. Suppose that i --> ,u as n -> oo for i = 1, k. Let V* = n/12(s2 - a2(GN)), where (s2, ..., . .., Sk) are the k sample variances based on the iid bootstrap samples X*, ..., X*, . Xkl, .. ., Xk* drawn from GN of (2.3). Then, as min(n1, . . , nk) > oo with nilN -> i E (0, 1), (V, . . . , Vn*)A multivariatenormal(0, [/u4(G) a4(G)]lk) a.s., where G(x) = Ik1 RiGi(x + pi,). Proof. Each V* can be written as Ai + n 2Ei,



where



Ai



=



nl'2[s2



-



c2(GN)



-



Ei]



and Ei



1 ni



-



ni j=l



[(Xi



- /(GN))2



- a2(GN).



Simple algebra shows that Ai = - n/2(X * - /(GN))2, where Xi* = niEX, and thus



n'2Ei -A N(0, p4(G) - o4(G)) a.s. for each i = 1, ... , k by using the argument of Singh (1981, p.



1189). Then, applyingSlutsky'stheorem,we get the convergencefor the V*, and the (conditional)independence of (Vj, . . . , Vk) leads directly to the



joint convergence. Lemma 2 applies to smooth functionsof sample variances Q(s2, .. ., s2) such as {Ik ii log[jk=1 Is2/s2] (Bartlett's statistic) and ik= [log s2 ,= Ajlog s2]2 (a sum of squares of the log s2). Similar



resultscould be given for statisticsrelatingto treatment structurelike the Tpof Section 5, but the notationgets moreburdensome.For Lemma2, Q needs to satisfythe following assumptions: 0.



1. Q(xl,. . ., Xk) = Q(cx, . . ., CXk)for all c >



2. Q has continuous2nd partialderivatives. = 0. 3. Q(1, ...,1) 4. (aQ/ax,)lx,=(....) = 0 (i = 1, . . . , k). 5. A = ((d2Q/axidxj)x=(1 . 1))kxk is not the zero matrix. Lemma2. If the conditionsof Lemma1 hold and Q satisfies assumptions1-5, then as min(n1, .... ---



nk)



oo,



,E*)AiI



o2(GN) -



as ,*0 0



1Kl/2



since a2(GN) 1E I i{(2(Gi) + [au(Gi) - i. =kI Aj(/(Gj) - ,a)]2} < oo. We can show that FEBRUARY1989, VOL. 31, NO. 1 TECHNOMETRICS,



. .,



ZTAZ



)



a.s.,



where Z has a multivariatenormaldistributionwith mean 0 and covariance matrix E = [Pl2(G) diagonal (A1, . . , Ak-).



1]



Proof. Using Lemma 1, we can show that -



N1l2[s2a2(GN)



1, . . .,



s



(G)



-



1]-



Z



a.s.



Then, since Q(s\212(GN), . . ., S2/2(GN)) = Q(s2 . . ., s) by assumption1, we can use assumptions 2-5 and theorem 3.3B of Serfling(1980, p. 124) to get the result. Note that Lemma2 appliesto the asymptoticversion of statisticsof interest. Usually a statisticsuch as Bartlett'swill have to be approximatedby such a version to use the lemma [see (A.1)]. Moreover, ZTAZ will usually be a multiple of a chi-squared random variable as in Theorem 1, which we now prove. Proofof Theorem1. It is easyto verifythatLemma 2 appliesto NQ(s2, . .., S), where Q(xl,



,Xk) k



= P*(IA



.



NQ(s2,



i=-1



-



i log



k



E



-j=l



Ajxjlxi /{5[f32(G)



-



1]}



with A = [fl2(G) - 1]-' [diagonal (Al, , k) ART]and AT = (A1, . . . , A). Using theorem 3.5 of



Serfling(1980, p. 128) and noting that AS is idem-
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potent, we can show that ZTAZ = T*/I[f2(G) - 1] - N(s2,



X-_.



. . ., s)



Finally, 0



a.s. (A.1)



follows by using Lemma 1, Taylor expansions of log x, and the convergence of NQ(s2, .. ).. Thus T* {.5[fl2(G) - 1]} has the same limiting distribution as NQ(s2, . . , S). APPENDIX B:



MONTE CARLO DETAILS



Results in Tables 1-6 have the following common features: 1. In every situation (except Table 6) NMC = 1,000 independent sets of Monte Carlo random samples were generated. Thus empirical test rejection rates follow the binomial (NMC = 1,000, p = probability of rejection) distribution. 2. P values were computed for each test statistic and rejection of Ho at a = .05 means p value < .05. 3. B denotes the number of bootstrap replications within each of the NMC = 1,000 Monte Carlo replications. It was too costly to let B = 1,000 as suggested in Section 2. Therefore, if both left- and righttailed p values were of interest, we used B = 500 (see Table 2). Otherwise, we used a two-stage sequential procedure for bootstrap and permutation tests: (a) Start with B = 100; (b) if PB > .20, stop; (c) if PB < .20, take 400 more replications and use all B = 500 replications to compute PB. Although B = 500 is smaller than one would use on a single real data set, there is an averaging effect over the Monte Carlo replications that allows B = 500 to be acceptable; that is, the estimated p value PB is approximately normal with mean PN (the p value for B oo)and variance pN(1 - pN)/B. The empirical rejection rates in features 1 and 2 count the number of PB ' .05. This should be close to the number of PN c .05. 4. For bootstrapping the two-sample jackknife t and each of the k-sample statistics, the smooth bootstrap (Efron 1979, p. 7) was used whenever ni < 10 for at least one sample size. Here this smoothing is purely a computational device to avoid getting sample variances with value 0. If X* is randomly chosen from (2.2) with A = Xi, then the smoothing is obtained by settingXi = (12/13)l/2[X* + sU], where s2 = N-11~(Xij - Xi)2 and U is an independent uniform (- , i) random variable. 5. Since p values were obtained, a more comprehensive check on test-statistic distribution under Ho was possible. Recall that under Ho a p value should have the uniform (0, 1) distribution. For each statistic, we counted the number of p values falling in the intervals (0, .01), (.01, .02), ..., (.09, .10),
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(.10, 1.0) and computed a chi-squared goodness-offit test of uniformity based on the 11 intervals. This approach conveys more information concerning the range of interest, 0 < p < .10, than just reporting empirical rejection rates for a level-.05 test. [Box and Andersen (1955) showed histograms ofp values.] The two-stage procedure described in feature 3 has only a minor effect on the chi-squared values when compared with full B = 500 sampling. 6. In nonnull situations, it can be useless to compare empirical rejection rates ("observed power") if the null levels are much different from the nominal levels. Therefore, when reporting estimates of power, we also include "adjusted power" estimates using the cell counts described previously. These are obtained by simply adding the counts (or an appropriate fraction thereof) for those cells for which counts sum to a under Ho. For example, if the first five cells had counts (14, 8, 16, 18, 17) under Ho and (170, 82, 74, 51, 60) under an alternative Ha, then the estimated true level under Ho for nominal a = .05 is .073, the observed power under Ha is .437, and the adjusted power is [170 + 82 + 74 + (51)(12/18)]/1,000 = .360. These latter adjusted rates appear in parentheses in Tables 3, 5, and 6. They attempt to estimate the power that would have been obtained if the correct critical values had been used. [ReceivedAugust1987. RevisedJuly 1988.]
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